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ABSTRACT

We test the predictions of spectral synthesis models based on seven different massive-star prescriptions against Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS) observations of eight young massive clusters in two local galaxies, NGC 1566 and NGC 5253, chosen because predictions of all seven models are available at the published galactic metallicities. The high angular resolution, extensive cluster inventory, and full near-ultraviolet to near-infrared photometric coverage make the LEGUS data set excellent for this study. We account for both stellar and nebular emission in the models and try two different prescriptions for attenuation by dust. From Bayesian fits of model libraries to the observations, we find remarkably low dispersion in the median $E(B-V)$ ($\sim0.03$ mag), stellar masses ($\sim10^{4}\,M_\odot$), and ages ($\sim1$ Myr) derived for individual clusters using different models, although maximum discrepancies in these quantities can reach 0.09 mag and factors of 2.8 and 2.5, respectively. This is for ranges in median properties of 0.05–0.54 mag, 1.8–10 $\times$ $10^{4}\,M_\odot$, and 1.6–40 Myr spanned by the clusters in our sample. In terms of best fit, the observations are slightly better reproduced by models with interacting binaries and least well reproduced by models with single rotating stars. Our study provides a first quantitative estimate of the accuracies and uncertainties of the most recent spectral synthesis models of young stellar populations, demonstrates the good progress of models in fitting high-quality observations, and highlights the needs for a larger cluster sample and more extensive tests of the model parameter space.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Young massive clusters (YMCs) are dense aggregates of young stars that are considered to be fundamental building blocks of galaxies (Portegies Zwart, McMillan & Gieles 2010). Determining accurate stellar masses and ages for large samples of individual YMCs in a wide range of galaxy environments is essential for studies of star cluster populations and their evolution (Adamo et al. 2010; Bastian et al. 2012; Fall & Chandar 2012; Baumgardt et al. 2013; Chandar et al. 2014), the star formation rates (SFRs) and spatially resolved star formation histories of galaxies (Glatt, Grebel & Koch 2010; Wofford, Leitherer & Chandar 2011; Calzetti et al. 2015a; Chandar, Fall & Whitmore 2015), and the effects on the evolution of galaxies of the radiative, chemical, and mechanical feedback of YMCs (e.g. Calzetti et al. 2015b, hereafter C15b).

*E-mail: wofford@stsci.edu (AW); charlot@iap.fr (SC); j.eldridge@auckland.ac.nz (JJE)
The task of observing large samples of star clusters in galaxies with a wide range of properties was recently completed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Treasury programme, LEGUS: Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (GO-13364; Calzetti et al. 2015a). LEGUS consists of high spatial resolution (∼0.07 arcsec) images of portions of 50 nearby (≤13 Mpc) galaxies taken with the UVIS channel of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) in broad-band filters F275W (2704 Å), F336W (3355 Å), F438W (4325 Å), F555W (5308 Å), and F814W (8024 Å). The survey includes galaxies of different morphological types and spans factors of ∼10^3 in both SFR and specific SFR, ∼10^4 in stellar mass (∼10^5–10^11 M⊙), and ∼10^2 in oxygen abundance (12 + log O/H = 7.2–9.2). Some of the targets in the survey have high-quality archival images in some filters covering similar bandpasses required by LEGUS, from the Wide Field Channel of HST’s Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) or, in fewer cases, from ACS’s High Resolution Channel (HRC). For such targets, LEGUS observed in filters that complete the five-band coverage.

At the distances of LEGUS galaxies (3–13 Mpc), star clusters cannot be resolved into individual stars, and they usually appear as light overdensities, slightly more extended than the stellar point spread function. In such cases, a standard technique for deriving cluster masses and ages is the comparison of observed and computed predictions of the integrated light of clusters in various photometric bands. Such predictions are obtained by convolving spectral synthesis models with filter system throughputs. With regard to populations of massive stars, at fixed star formation history and stellar initial mass function (IMF), a major contributor to uncertainties in spectral synthesis models of young populations is uncertainties in massive-star evolutionary tracks (Leitherer et al. 2014). For a given initial metallicity, such tracks provide the mass, temperature, and luminosity of a star as a function of age. Significant uncertainties still remain in massive-star evolution because of our poor knowledge of some complex physical processes, which still require an empirical calibration, such as the efficiency of convective heat transport and interior mixing, and the effects of close-binary interactions.

In recent years, independent groups working on massive-star evolutionary tracks have attempted to reproduce three key observational constraints. First, blue loop stars are observed in the colour–magnitude diagrams of nearby metal-poor irregular star-forming galaxies. The most recent Padova tracks for single non-rotating massive stars computed with the code PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012) are able to reproduce these loops at metallicities of Z = 0.001 and 0.004. This is accomplished by enhancing the overshooting at the base of the convective envelope during the first dredge-up, and invoking large mixing lengths of two and four times the pressure scaleheight (Tang et al. 2014). New PARSEC massive-star tracks at other metallicities including solar are presented in Chen et al. (2015).

Secondly, nitrogen enhancements are observed on the surfaces of main-sequence (MS) stars of typically 15 M⊙ (Hunter et al. 2009). In such stars, this product of nuclear burning is not expected at the surface, since these stars do not develop strong stellar winds capable of exposing the central nitrogen. The Geneva tracks for single rotating stars (Ekström et al. 2012; Georgy et al. 2013) favour surface nitrogen enhancements. This is because rotation effectively mixes inner and outer stellar layers.

Finally, it is now well established that massive stars are in binary systems with close to 70 per cent of them interacting over the course of their evolution (e.g. Massey et al. 2009; Chini et al. 2012; Sana et al. 2012, 2013). Processes that occur during the evolution of binaries include envelope removal from the binary, accretion of mass by the secondary, or even complete mergers (e.g. Podsiadlowski, Joss & Hsu 1992; Langer 2012; de Mink et al. 2013, 2014). Several independent groups have developed evolutionary tracks that account for interacting binaries and are useful for spectral population synthesis models (e.g. Vanbeveren et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2004; Zhang, Li & Han 2005, and references therein). In this work, we use models computed with the Binary Population and Spectral Synthesis code, BPASS, which is last described in Eldridge et al. (in preparation). Hereafter, we will refer to single star and binary tracks that are implemented in BPASS as the Auckland tracks. Compared to other types of evolutionary tracks, those including rotation and interacting binaries require the inclusion of a large number of uncertain physical parameters. However in this work, we use standard rotating and binary models and do not vary any of these uncertain parameters to achieve a better fit.

Another contributor to the uncertainties of spectral synthesis models of massive-star populations are uncertainties in models of massive-star atmospheres, which give the individual spectra of the stars as a function of time. We delay the discussion on this topic to further down in the paper.

In this work, we use near-ultraviolet (NUV) to near-infrared (near-IR) photometry of two available LEGUS galaxies, spectral synthesis models based on seven different flavours of massive-star evolution (older and state-of-the-art), and two different prescriptions for attenuation by dust, in order to address five questions: (1) how well do the different spectral synthesis models fit the observations, (2) is there a preferred flavour of massive-star evolution, (3) is there a preferred prescription for attenuation by dust, (4) how well do the observations and models constrain the YMC properties, and (5) how different are the YMC properties obtained with the different models. The outline of our work is as follows. In the first four sections, we describe the sample (Section 2), observations (Section 3), models (Section 4), and method for comparing models to observations (Section 5). Section 6 presents our results, which are discussed in Section 7. Finally, we provide a summary and conclude in Section 8.

## 2 SAMPLE

We select our sample of YMCs using four main criteria and cluster masses and ages determined by Adamo et al. (in preparation, hereafter A16, NGC 1566) and C15b (NGC 5253). The first criterion is that all clusters are detected in the five LEGUS bands. The second criterion is that the ages of clusters are ≤50 Myr, which ensures that there are massive stars in the YMCs. For reference, 50 Myr is the approximate MS lifetime of a single non-rotating 10 M⊙ star (Meynet et al. 1994). The third criterion is that the clusters have masses of ≥5 × 10^4 M⊙, which mitigates the effect of the stochastic sampling of the stellar IMF (Cervino & Luridiana 2004). A16 and C15b derive cluster properties using yggrasil spectral synthesis models (Zuckrsson et al. 2011, http://ttt.astro.sw.se/projects/yggrasil/yggrasil.html). The version of yggrasil used in the latter papers takes model spectra of simple stellar populations ( SSPs) computed with starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999; Vázquez & Leitherer 2005), as input to photionization models computed with CLOUDY (last described in Field et al. 2013). An SSP corresponds to a system where the stars are born instantaneously and are thus coeval. C15b and A16 obtain their cluster properties by using two different sets of older massive-star evolutionary tracks, which are described in detail in Section 4: Padova (Po) and Geneva (Go) tracks. In our sample, we include all clusters with Po- or Go-based properties satisfying our
mass and age criteria. The last selection criterion is that the average 
H II region gas-phase oxygen abundance of the host galaxy must 
correspond closely to a metallicity for which massive-star tracks 
from the Padova, Geneva, and Auckland collaborations exist. The 
above collaborations recently released tracks which account for dif- 
f erent non-standard physics that are mentioned in the introduction. 
Since at the time of writing Geneva tracks for rotating stars are only 
available at $Z = 0.002$ (Georgy et al. 2013) and $Z = 0.014$ (Ekström 
et al. 2012), we focus on these two metallicity regimes.

We encountered three main difficulties in assembling a sample 
satisfying our requirements. First, stellar populations with masses 
$\geq 5 \times 10^4 M_\odot$ and ages $\geq 50$ Myr are signif icantly less numerous 
than less massive clusters of similar ages. Cluster formation is a 
stochastic process undergoing size-of-sample effects (Larsen 2002).

More massive clusters are more likely to form in galaxies with 
higher SFRs (Whitmore 2000; Larsen 2002) or within longer time-

scales (Hunter et al. 2003). Secondly, for the SFR range covered 
by the LEGUS sample, we do not expect to see a large population of 
YMcs within the mass and age limits imposed in this work. Indeed, 
YMcs satisfying our mass and age criteria are more frequently 
found in starburst galaxies, which are a minority in the LEGUS 
sample (Calzetti et al. 2015a). Finally, at the time of writing, the 
LEGUS method for fi nding true clusters relies on visual inspection 
in order to remove observational artefacts, contaminants, and false 
poSitives. Only a handful of galaxies had been visually inspected by 
the LEGUS team at the time of this work. Our fi nal sample is 
composed of six clusters in galaxy NGC 1566 and two clusters in 
galaxy NGC 5253. Next we provide a brief description of these 
galaxies, whose main properties, including morphology, redshift, 
distance, distance modulus, oxygen abundance, SFR, stellar mass, 
and colour excess associated with attenuation within the Milky Way 
(MW), are summarized in Table 1.

2.1 NGC 1566
NGC 1566 is a nearly face-on grand-design spiral galaxy that is 
the brightest member of the Dorado group (Agüero, Díaz & Bajaja 
2004). It has an intermediate-strength bar type (SAB) and hosts 
a low-luminosity AGN. Its Seyfert classification varies between 
1 and 2, depending on the activity phase (Combes et al. 2014). Its 
globally averaged gas-phase oxygen abundance is $12 + \log(O/H) = 
8.63$ or 9.64, depending on the calibration that is given in Table 1. 
We select six clusters in this galaxy, excluding the nuclear region 
because of the presence of the AGN.

2.2 NGC 5253
NGC 5253 is a dwarf starburst galaxy of morphological type Im. 
It has a fairly flat (Westmoquette et al. 2013) galactocentric pro-
file of the gas-phase oxygen abundance with a mean value of 
$12 + \log(O/H) = 8.25$ (Monreal-Ibero et al. 2012). This value of 
the oxygen abundance is similar to the one reported by Bresolin 
(2011), $12 + \log(O/H) = 8.20 \pm 0.03$. C15b recently studied the brightest 
clusters in this galaxy. Using extraordinarily well-sampled UV-to-

near-IR spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and models which are 
described in Section 4 below, they obtain unprecedented constraints 
on dust attenuations, ages, and masses of 11 clusters. In particular, 
they fi nd two clusters with ages and masses satisfying our selection 
criteria and for which their fi ts are excellent, i.e. $\chi^2 \sim 1$. Using 
their notation, the selected clusters are #5, which is located within 
the so-called ‘radio nebula’, and #9, which is located outside of 
the ‘radio nebula’ but still within the starburst region of the galaxy.

3 OBSERVATIONS
NGC 1566 was observed in the five LEGUS broad-band filters, 
$F275W$, $F336W$, $F438W$, $F555W$, and $F814W$. NGC 5253 was observed 
in WFC3/UVIS filters $F275W$ and $F336W$ and ACS/HRC 
filters $F435W$ (4311 Å), $F550M$ (5578 Å), and $F814W$ (8115 Å), 
where observations in the latter three filters are archival (PID 10609, 
PI: Vacca). The pixel scales of WFC3/UVIS and ACS/HRC are 
0.039 and 0.025 arcsec pixel$^{-1}$, respectively. In order to preserve 
the highest angular resolution, the aligned UVIS images of NGC 5253 
were all re-sampled to the pixel scale of HRC. For NGC 1566, 
photometry is performed with a circular aperture of 0.156 ar-
sec in radius, with the background measured within an annulus of 
0.273 arcsec in inner radius and 0.039 arcsec in width, while for 
NGC 5253, the aperture is 0.125 arcsec in radius and the annulus 
has an inner radius of 0.5 arcsec and width of 0.075 arcsec. For 
NGC 5253, C15b provide luminosities, which we first convert to

The pixel points of the gas-phase oxygen abundance with a mean value of
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on dust attenuations, ages, and masses of 11 clusters. In particular, 
they find two clusters with ages and masses satisfying our selection 
criteria and for which their fits are excellent, i.e. $\chi^2 \sim 1$. Using 
their notation, the selected clusters are #5, which is located within 
the so-called ‘radio nebula’, and #9, which is located outside of 
the ‘radio nebula’ but still within the starburst region of the galaxy.
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0.039 and 0.025 arcsec pixel$^{-1}$, respectively. In order to preserve 
the highest angular resolution, the aligned UVIS images of NGC 5253 
were all re-sampled to the pixel scale of HRC. For NGC 1566, 
photometry is performed with a circular aperture of 0.156 ar-
sec in radius, with the background measured within an annulus of 
0.273 arcsec in inner radius and 0.039 arcsec in width, while for 
NGC 5253, the aperture is 0.125 arcsec in radius and the annulus 
has an inner radius of 0.5 arcsec and width of 0.075 arcsec. For 
NGC 5253, C15b provide luminosities, which we first convert to

Table 1. Galaxy properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NGC #</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>$\mu_d$</th>
<th>$12 + \log(O/H)$</th>
<th>SFR(UV)$^d$</th>
<th>$M_e^g$</th>
<th>$E(B-V)$_{MW}$^h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1566</td>
<td>SABbc</td>
<td>0.005 017</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>8.63/9.64</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>2.2E10</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5253</td>
<td>Im</td>
<td>0.001 358</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.7E10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Morphological type given by the NASA Extragalactic Database, NED.
$^b$Redshift from NED.
$^c$Distance, as listed in table 1 of Calzetti et al. (2015a) and used in this work. We became aware of a revised distance of
NGC 1566 (~18 Mpc, corresponding distance modulus of 31.28 mag) too late for including it in the present work.
$^d$Distance modulus.
$^e$For NGC 1566, globally averaged abundance (Moustakas et al. 2010). The two values, (PT) and (KK), are the oxygen abundances 
on two calibration scales: the PT value, in the left-hand-side column, is from the empirical calibration of Pilyugin 
& Thuan (2005), the KK value, in the right-hand-side column, is from the theoretical calibration of Kobulnicky 
$^f$Average star formation rate calculated from the GALEX far-UV, corrected for dust attenuation, as described in Lee et al. 
(2009). We note that SFR indicators calibrated for the youth of the starburst in NGC 5253 yield SFRr~0.4 $M_\odot$ (C15b).
$^g$Stellar masses obtained from the extinction-corrected B-band luminosity, and colour information, using the method described 
$^h$Colour excess associated with extinction due to dust in Milky Way. Uses Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) extinction maps and 
the AB system, and then to the Vega system using conversion factors 1.49, 1.18, −0.10, 0.03, and 0.43 for filters F275W, F336W, F435W, F550M, and F814W, respectively. The conversion factors were computed from the spectrum of Vega that is described in Bohlin (2007). For NGC 1566, the observational errors in the different bands were obtained by summing in quadrature the photometric error produced by IRAF’s task PHOT and the standard deviation derived from the aperture correction. For NGC 5253, the observational errors are driven by crowding and uncertainties in the aperture correction. The latter are at the level of ±15 per cent for the UV–optical filters used here. When combined with other smaller contributions, the total uncertainty amounts to ±0.175 mag. For further details on the data reduction of NGC 1566 and NGC 5253, see A16 and C15b, respectively. The coordinates and photometry of the YMCs are given for each galaxy in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 1 shows LEGUS NUV images of the two galaxies, where we have marked the locations of clusters in our sample. For NGC 1566, the final LEGUS IDs of clusters were not available at the time of writing and thus we assign our own IDs, while for NGC 5253, we use the IDs of C15b, for easier comparison with their work.

4 MODELS

The spectral synthesis models computed in this paper account for the contributions of stars, the ionized gas, and dust. For a more meaningful comparison of the results obtained in this paper with the models used to select the clusters in our sample, we adopt the same stellar and nebular parameters as in the latter models, which are given in Zackrisson et al. (2011). In particular, we use SSPs with initial masses of $10^4 M_\odot$ and an IMF such that the number of stars in the mass range $[m, m + dm]$ is given by $N(m) dm \propto m^{-\alpha}$, where $\alpha = 1.3$ and 2.35 in the mass ranges 0.1–0.5 and 0.5–100 $M_\odot$, respectively. We compute models for ages in the range $6 \leq \log (t/\text{yr}) \leq 9$ in steps of 0.1. In our approach, the stars and ionized gas have the same metallicity. Since some of the stellar evolutionary tracks that we try are only available at two metallicities ($Z = 0.002$ and 0.014), in our Bayesian fitting approach, metallicity is not a free parameter. Depending on the massive-star evolution flavour, we use tracks corresponding to metallicities of $Z = 0.002$ or 0.004 (NGC 5253) and $Z = 0.014$ or 0.020 (NGC 1566). These metallicities roughly correspond to the average gas-phase metallicities of the galaxies in our sample, as gauged by their oxygen abundances (see Table 1). The elemental abundances in the ionized nebula are scaled solar abundances. We use the reference solar abundance set of Asplund et al. (2009), which corresponds to $Z_\odot = 0.014$ and $12 + \log(O/H) = 8.69$. In the next subsections, we expand on the different model components, explain our procedure for computing medium- and broad-band magnitudes, and discuss the impact of the ionized gas on the predicted magnitudes and colours.

4.1 Stellar component

In this work, we focus on how updates in models of massive-star evolution affect the derived properties of YMCs. For this purpose, we test different generations and flavours of massive-star evolution (seven in total), where the different flavours account for different astrophysics. The main differences between these models lie in the stellar evolutionary tracks and stellar atmospheres employed.

4.1.1 Massive-star evolutionary tracks

We compute models using the following massive-star evolutionary tracks: (1) older Padova for single non-rotating stars (Bressan et al. 1993, $Z = 0.020$; Fagotto et al. 1994, $Z = 0.004$); (2) older Geneva for single non-rotating stars with high mass-loss (Meynet et al. 1994, $Z = 0.020$ and 0.004); (3) new Padova for single non-rotating stars.

Table 2. Location and photometry of clusters in NGC 1566.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>RAa</th>
<th>Dec.a</th>
<th>F275Wb (mag)</th>
<th>F336Wb (mag)</th>
<th>F435Wb (mag)</th>
<th>F550Mb (mag)</th>
<th>F814Wb (mag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>64.980 798 21</td>
<td>−54.930 678 59</td>
<td>17.465 ± 0.069</td>
<td>17.816 ± 0.090</td>
<td>19.298 ± 0.062</td>
<td>19.356 ± 0.045</td>
<td>19.248 ± 0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>64.980 772 27</td>
<td>−54.938 503 53</td>
<td>17.541 ± 0.070</td>
<td>17.875 ± 0.092</td>
<td>19.307 ± 0.064</td>
<td>19.325 ± 0.047</td>
<td>19.088 ± 0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65.012 181 01</td>
<td>−54.941 036 12</td>
<td>16.946 ± 0.067</td>
<td>17.360 ± 0.088</td>
<td>18.774 ± 0.059</td>
<td>18.848 ± 0.041</td>
<td>18.608 ± 0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>65.023 781 80</td>
<td>−54.943 772 50</td>
<td>18.410 ± 0.069</td>
<td>18.682 ± 0.090</td>
<td>20.054 ± 0.061</td>
<td>20.069 ± 0.043</td>
<td>19.800 ± 0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65.000 412 01</td>
<td>−54.944 294 22</td>
<td>20.966 ± 0.084</td>
<td>20.575 ± 0.092</td>
<td>21.448 ± 0.067</td>
<td>21.051 ± 0.042</td>
<td>20.376 ± 0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>65.021 216 21</td>
<td>−54.950 537 48</td>
<td>17.697 ± 0.069</td>
<td>18.047 ± 0.089</td>
<td>19.506 ± 0.060</td>
<td>19.554 ± 0.042</td>
<td>19.406 ± 0.055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec.) in decimal notation (J2000). The values were obtained from the F555W frame (aligned and registered).

* Apparent Vega magnitudes and photometric errors. The listed photometry is from a 4 pixel radius aperture and is corrected to infinite aperture and for foreground MW extinction using $E(B − V) = 0.008$. We use an average aperture correction.

Table 3. Location and photometry of clusters in NGC 5253.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>RAa</th>
<th>Dec.a</th>
<th>F275Wb (mag)</th>
<th>F336Wb (mag)</th>
<th>F435Wb (mag)</th>
<th>F550Mb (mag)</th>
<th>F814Wb (mag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>204.983 28</td>
<td>−31.640 15</td>
<td>17.048 ± 0.175</td>
<td>17.072 ± 0.175</td>
<td>18.013 ± 0.175</td>
<td>17.938 ± 0.175</td>
<td>16.905 ± 0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>204.9813</td>
<td>−31.641 49</td>
<td>16.877 ± 0.175</td>
<td>17.112 ± 0.175</td>
<td>17.851 ± 0.175</td>
<td>17.517 ± 0.175</td>
<td>16.783 ± 0.175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec.) in decimal notation (J2000). The values were obtained from the F336W image.

* Apparent Vega magnitude and photometric error based on luminosities reported in C15b. The listed photometry is from a 5 pixel radius aperture and is corrected to infinite aperture and for foreground MW extinction using $E(B − V) = 0.049$. The highest O/H value of NGC 1566 given in Table 1 yields a metallicity much larger than $Z = 0.02$ when adopting the Asplund et al. (2009) solar abundance scale. We exclude this O/H value and adopt the lowest value corresponding to $Z = 0.014$, because some of the evolutionary tracks used in this work are not available at $Z > 0.014$. However, if available, we use $Z = 0.020$ instead, because it is in between the high/low O/H values quoted for this galaxy.
WFC3 UVIS F275W images of galaxies NGC 1566 (left) and NGC 5253 (right). We mark the locations of clusters with circles of radii 1.6 arcsec (~100 pc, NGC 1566) and 1.25 arcsec (~19 pc, NGC 5253). Photometry was extracted from circles of radii 10 times smaller. North is up and east is to the left.

Table 4. Massive-star evolutionary tracks and spectral synthesis codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>City of tracks&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Type of track&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Spectral&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; synthesis</th>
<th>Metallicity&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; tracks</th>
<th>Ref/&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; pop. syn.</th>
<th>Ref&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Po</td>
<td>Padova</td>
<td>Single non-rotating</td>
<td>starburst99</td>
<td>0.004/0.020</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>Single non-rotating</td>
<td>starburst99</td>
<td>0.002/0.020</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pn</td>
<td>Padova</td>
<td>Single non-rotating</td>
<td>GALAXEV</td>
<td>0.004/0.014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gn</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>Single non-rotating</td>
<td>starburst99</td>
<td>0.002/0.014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>Single rotating</td>
<td>starburst99</td>
<td>0.002/0.014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An</td>
<td>Auckland</td>
<td>Single non-rotating</td>
<td>BPASS</td>
<td>0.004/0.014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>Auckland</td>
<td>Interacting binaries</td>
<td>BPASS</td>
<td>0.004/0.014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>ID of set of tracks and models based on corresponding set of tracks. The first letter is the letter of the city of the tracks. We use ‘o’/’n’ to designate older/newer versions of the tracks.

<sup>b</sup>City where tracks were computed.

<sup>c</sup>Type of evolution of massive stars.

<sup>d</sup>Spectral synthesis code where tracks are implemented.

<sup>e</sup>Metallicity of tracks. We use the low value for NGC 5253 [12+log(O/H) = 8.25] and the high value for NGC 1566 [12+log(O/H) = 8.63–9.64, depending on calibration]. Using the solar photospheric abundances of Asplund et al. (2009), the correspondence between metallicity and oxygen abundance is

\[ Z = 0.002 [12+\text{log}(O/H) = 7.84], \]

\[ Z = 0.004 [12+\text{log}(O/H) = 8.15], \]

\[ Z = 0.014 [12+\text{log}(O/H) = 8.69], \]

\[ Z = 0.020 [12+\text{log}(O/H) = 8.84]. \]

<sup>f</sup>Reference for the massive-star tracks. 1. Bressan et al. (1993, Z = 0.020), Fagotto et al. (1994, Z = 0.004). 2. Meynet et al. (1999, high mass-loss). 3. Tang et al. (2014, Z = 0.004), Chen et al. (2015; Z = 0.014, high metallicity). 4. Ekström et al. (2012, Z = 0.014), Georgy et al. (2013, Z = 0.002). 5. Eldridge, Izzard & Tout (2008) and Eldridge et al. (in preparation; Z = 0.004, Z = 0.014).


<sup>h</sup>Rotation velocity is 40 per cent of the break-up velocity on the zero-age main sequence.

In this work, we do not account for pre-MS stars. The implications of this approach are discussed in Section 7.
As previously mentioned, we use cluster ages and masses obtained by A16 (NGC 1566) and C15b (NGC 5253) with Po and/or Go tracks for selecting the YMCs in our sample. For a more homogeneous comparison with the rest of models in the present paper, we re-determined Po- and Go-based cluster properties. This is because A16 and C15b use different approaches for fitting the observations to the Bayesian approach used in the present work. In Sections 6 and 7, we present our results and compare them to values reported in A16 and C15b.

4.1.2 Binary tracks

The Auckland binary tracks used in this work are described in detail in Eldridge et al. (in preparation). In summary, the BPASS models are synthetic stellar populations that include the evolutionary pathways from interacting binary stars that rotate. The stellar models are based on a version of the Cambridge STARS code, originally created by Eggleton (1971) and the version employed here is described in Eldridge, Izzard & Tout (2008). The combination of the evolution models into a synthetic population is described in Eldridge & Stanway (2009) and Eldridge (2012). However, the version used here has been significantly improved since these works and are v2.0 to be described in detail in Eldridge et al. (in preparation). The improvements include increasing the number of stellar evolution models that can be calculated and the number of stellar models at each metallicity.

The models cover a range of masses and include mass-loss rates by stellar winds from Vink, de Koter & Lamers (2001), de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen & van der Hucht (1988), and Nugis & Lamers (2000). The stellar wind mass-loss rates are scaled from $Z = 0.020$. This is because in nearby massive stars the mass-loss rates are more likely to have a similar composition to other nearby massive stars, as deduced by Nieva & Przybilla (2012), which is closer to a metal mass fraction of $Z = 0.020$ rather than $Z = 0.014$. However, the mass-loss of the population is dominated by binary interactions and so the stellar winds only have a secondary effect.

The range of initial parameter distributions for the binary stars are similar to those inferred from binary populations by Sana et al. (2012). Other enhancements include using the full grid from the Potsdam Wolf–Rayet (PoWR) model atmosphere grid. Classical Wolf–Rayet (WR) stars have lost their hydrogen envelope and can be the evolved descendants of (a) single stars with initial mass above a threshold ($>25 \, M_\odot$ at $Z = 0.020$) which increases as metallicity decreases; (b) secondary stars of interacting binary systems which are initially less massive than this limit and have accreted enough mass to reach it; and (c) primary stars of interacting binary systems initially less massive than this limit, whose hydrogen envelope has been transferred to the secondary. The model atmosphere grid includes lower metallicities and does not rely on an extrapolation of the solar metallicity grid to these lower metallicities, as in the past. This has greatly improved the accuracy of the predicted spectra at young ages when WR stars are a significant contribution to the observed light.

4.1.3 Stellar atmospheres

In addition to stellar evolutionary tracks, spectral population synthesis requires spectra of individual stars, which in our case come from various empirical and/or theoretical libraries. Theoretical libraries use stellar atmospheres that are characterized by parameters: luminosity, effective temperature, mass-loss rate, surface gravity, and chemical composition of the atmosphere. Differences in stellar atmospheres can affect predictions of stellar population fluxes in broad- and medium-band filters via (i) differences in stellar opacities, which at fixed stellar parameters (effective temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity) slightly affect the global shape of the spectrum; and (ii) differences in fluxes of stellar spectral lines, which in our case is not an issue because (a) LEGUS bands do not contain strong stellar lines, and (b) we use low-resolution spectra to convolve with filters. For each population synthesis code used in this work, Table 5 provides references for the empirical and theoretical libraries and codes used for the massive-star spectra in this work.

We include this information for B MS stars, O MS stars, WR stars, and cooler red supergiants (RSGs).

The PoWR atmospheres used in this work include WR stars that show Balmer absorption lines as the ones seen by Drissen et al. (1995) in NGC 3603, and which are believed to be MS core hydrogen burning stars, rather than evolved stars (Conti et al. 1995; de Koter, Heap & Hubeny 1997). Such stars have been found in clusters with ages 1–3 Myr. In models, these stars have luminosities of $L > 6$ under Galactic metallicity. In GALAXEV, for the 100 $M_\odot$ tracks for instance, all WR phases (WNL, WNE, and WC) occur at $L > 6$. In BPASS, for a hydrogen mass fraction of $X > 0.4$, H-burning WR stars appear mostly as O stars but contribute to H II wind emission lines. For $X < 0.4$, H-burning stars are included but there are not many of them. The evolution of these stars might be very different at low metallicities (cf. Hainich et al. 2015).

With regard to RSGs, an important effect of binary evolution is to reduce the number of RSGs to about a third of the number predicted by single-star evolution models. In addition, the atmosphere models for RSGs are less important than how cool the stellar models become, which is linked to the details of the assumed mixing length.

### Table 5. Stellar atmospheres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectral synthesis</th>
<th>B MS</th>
<th>O MS</th>
<th>WR</th>
<th>RSG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GALAXEV</td>
<td>Tlusty$^a$</td>
<td>Tlusty+WM-Basic$^b$</td>
<td>PoWR$^c$</td>
<td>Miles$^d$+UVBLUE$^e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starburst99</td>
<td>ATLAS9$^f$</td>
<td>WM-Basic</td>
<td>CMFGEN$^g$</td>
<td>Basel.v3.1$^h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPASS</td>
<td>Basel.v3.1</td>
<td>WM-Basic</td>
<td>PoWR</td>
<td>Basel.v3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


$^b$WM-Basic (Pauldrach, Hoffmann & Lennon 2001; Smith, Norris & Crowther 2002).


$^d$Miles (RSG cooler than $10^7$ K; optical; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Falcon-Barroso et al. 2011).

$^e$UVBLUE (RSG cooler than $10^7$ K; UV; Rodríguez-Merino et al. 2005; http://www.inaoep.mx/modelos/uvblue/uvblue.html).

$^f$ATLAS9 (Kurucz 1992).

$^g$CMFGEN (Hillier & Miller 1998; Smith et al. 2002).

Figure 2. Evolution of the number of photons emitted per second in the H\textsc{i}, He\textsc{i}, and He\textsc{ii} ionizing ranges (from top to bottom, respectively) by SSPs of $M_\odot = 10^6 M_\odot$. We show predictions from models that are based on different stellar evolution prescriptions and metallicities (lines of different styles, as specified in the legends). The low- and high-metallicity cases are shown on the left- and right-hand panels, respectively.

Currently, Auckland binary models evolve to much cooler temperatures than single-star models, as the stars approach core collapse. Work is in progress trying to understand the temperature of resolved nearby RSGs as well as the temperatures of RSG progenitors.

4.1.4 Ionizing fluxes of stellar populations

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the H\textsc{i}, He\textsc{i}, and He\textsc{ii} ionizing rates (number of photons per second) for different combinations of stellar evolution model and metallicity. We show results for SSPs of $10^6 M_\odot$ in initial stellar mass. The H\textsc{i} ionizing rates are higher at low compared to high metallicity because at low metallicity, O stars are hotter and their mass-loss rates lower than at high metallicity. The lower mass-loss rates make the winds less dense so there is less wind blanketing. The greater wind transparency means that more ionizing photons escape. Fig. 2 also shows that the H\textsc{i} ionizing rate of rotating models can be factors of a few larger than all other single-star models from 3 to $\sim 10$ Myr, which was pointed out by Leitherer et al. (2014) when comparing Gr and Gn models. Finally, Fig. 2 shows that, while rotation and binaries both produce more ionizing photons, for Gr models, these are concentrated at a young age, while for Ab models, the ionizing flux is sustained to
ages older than 10 Myr. This is due to three main processes: rejuvenation, mergers, and envelope removal. The first two processes increase the mass of the secondary and primary star, respectively, causing more massive stars to occur at later ages than expected in a single-star model. This is the dominant process leading to more hydrogen ionizing photons at late times in the binary-star models of Fig. 2. The third process leads to the creation of helium stars, and low-luminosity WR stars at later ages than normally possible in single-star models.

4.2 Nebular component

To compute the contribution of the ionized gas to the photometric filters used in this paper, we use version 13.03 of photoionization code CLOUDY and adopt the nebular parameters of Zackrisson et al. (2011), which are the nebular parameters used by C15b and A16. The nebular parameters are hydrogen density, \( n_H = 100 \text{ cm}^{-3} \); inner cloud radius, \( R_{\text{in}} = 100 R_{\odot}(L/L_{\odot})^{1/2} \), where \( L \) is the bolometric luminosity of the model stellar population; gas filling factor, \( f_{\text{fill}} = 0.01 \), meaning that the nebula's Strömgren radius, \( R_{\text{S}} \), is given by \( R_{\text{S}}^2 = 3 Q_\text{H} / (4\pi n_H^2 f_{\text{fill}} \alpha_H) \), where \( Q_\text{H} \) is the number of ionizing photons per second and \( \alpha_H \) the case-B hydrogen recombination coefficient (e.g. Charlot & Longhetti 2001); spherical ionized nebula, meaning that \( \Delta r \approx R_{\text{S}} \), where \( \Delta r \) is the thickness of the nebula; and dust-free nebula with no depletion of elements in the gas on to dust grains. In our case, \( Q_\text{H} \) is set by the spectral shape and total luminosity of the input SSP spectrum. For a description of how the above nebular parameters relate to the volume-averaged ionization parameter, which is a quantity not used in the present work but often used to describe models of spherical ionized nebulae, we refer the reader to equation 3 of Panuzzo et al. (2003).

4.3 Attenuation by dust

In order to perform a meaningful comparison with the results of A16 and C15b, we do not include dust in the ionized gas (see the previous section), but we do account for the effects of dust on the emergent spectrum, by means of either an extinction or an attenuation curve. Extinction refers to the effect of a uniform dust screen in front of the stars, parametrized as \( F(\lambda)_{\text{out}} = F(\lambda)_{\text{model}}\left[10^{-0.4(EB-V)k(\lambda)}\right] \), where \( k(\lambda) \) is the extinction curve (e.g. Calzetti et al. 2000), while attenuation includes the effects of scattering on the absorption probability of photons in mixed stars–gas geometries (e.g. Wild et al. 2011). For each galaxy, we try the starburst attenuation law of Calzetti et al. (2000), we use a total to selective extinction \( R_{\odot} = 4.05 \) and an extinction law based on the galaxy’s metallicity. Specifically, we use the MW extinction law of Mathis (1990) for clusters in NGC 1566 and the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) extinction law of Gordon et al. (2003) for clusters in NGC 5253. In all cases, we assume equal attenuation of the stars and ionized gas. We consider \( E(B-V) \) values in the range from 0 to 3, in steps of 0.01 mag.

4.4 Synthetic magnitudes

We obtain magnitudes in the Vega system, \( m[z, t(z)] \), by convolving the model spectra at redshift \( z \), \( L_z[\lambda(1+z)^{-1}, t(z)] \), expressed in units of luminosity per unit wavelength, with the system filter throughputs, \( R(\lambda) \). For each LEGUS/WFC3/UVIS filter or close ACS/HRC filter, the throughput curve was downloaded from the Space Telescope Science Institute website http://www.stsci.edu/~WFC3/UVIS/SystemThroughput/ or http://www.stsci.edu/lustc/acs/analysis/throughputs, respectively. Using the Vega spectrum \( C(\lambda) \) of Bohlin (2007), we write (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003)

\[
m[z, t(z)] = -2.5 \log \left( \frac{\int \lambda L_z[\lambda(1+z)^{-1}, t(z)] R(\lambda)}{\int \lambda C(\lambda) R(\lambda)} \right). \tag{1}
\]

Dust attenuation is applied to the model spectrum prior to convolution with filter system throughput curves. At fixed metallicity, dust attenuation, and massive-star evolution flavour, the total number of models is 9331.

4.5 Impact of ionized gas on magnitudes and colours

Fig. 3 shows the spectral features captured by the UVIS and HRC filters in the galaxies NGC 1566 (left-hand panel, \( Z = 0.014 \)) and NGC 5253 (right-hand panel, \( Z = 0.004 \)), as illustrated using 3-Myr-old Pn models at the redshifts of the galaxies. The vertical axes of both panels use arbitrary units but identical scaling factors. Differences between the two spectra arise from the dependence of stellar evolution on metallicity. In particular, the ionizing rate at
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Figure 3. Left: synthetic spectrum corresponding to an SSP of age 3 Myr and metallicity \( Z = 0.014 \) at the redshift of NGC 1566 (see Section 4 for more details on the models). The spectrum uses new Padova evolutionary tracks. Prominent lines in the spectrum are marked with vertical grey lines and labelled at the top. We overlay UVIS system throughputs. Right: similar but metallicity is \( Z = 0.004 \) and redshift is that of NGC 5253. We overlay UVIS and HRC system throughputs.
3 Myr is higher at low compared to high metallicity due to hotter O stars and less dense winds. Note the relatively stronger collisionally excited oxygen lines at low metallicity compared to high metallicity. This is because at low Z, the interstellar gas temperature is higher because of decreased cooling from metals (Charlot & Longhetti 2001). As can be seen in Fig. 3, the use of F550M instead of F555W for NGC 5253 avoids contamination of broadband photometry by strong Hβ and [O iii] lines at the redshift of this galaxy.

As previously shown by, e.g., Charlot (1996), Zackrisson et al. (2001), Bergvall & Ostlin (2002), Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben (2003), Ostlin et al. (2003), and Reines et al. (2010), the ionized gas associated with a young stellar population can provide a significant contribution to the total observed flux in a given filter through the contributions of both emission lines and the recombination continuum. Figs 4 and 5 quantify the contribution of the nebular emission in the filters used to observe NGC 5253 and NGC 1566, respectively. They show the magnitude difference as a function of age between a pure stellar population and stars+ionized gas. The left-hand panel of fig. 11 in Reines et al. (2010) shows Go, Z = 0.004 predictions for WFC3 UVIS filters F547M and F814W. The latter predictions can be compared to our Go, Z = 0.004 predictions for close ACS HRC filters F550M and F814W, which are plotted in the top-right panel of Fig. 4. At 3 Myr, our predictions are higher by about 0.2 mag relative to Reines et al. (2010). This presumably arises from differences in the models, detectors, and filters.

In Figs 6 and 7, we show the impact of the ionized gas on colours for NGC 5253 and NGC 1566, respectively. We show model predictions for unattenuated and attenuated spectra, adopting E(B − V) = 0.5 mag in the latter case. We compare results based on starburst and alternative attenuations, as indicated in the captions. We overlay the observations (symbols with error bars). The right-hand panel of fig. 11 in Reines et al. (2010) can be compared with our Go predictions, which are plotted in the top-right panel of Fig. 6. There is general agreement between the Go predictions presented in this work and in Reines et al. (2010). There are clear differences from models based on different flavours of massive-star evolution. For instance, the An models extend significantly further to the upper right of the colour–colour diagrams compared to other models in Fig. 6. Differences in the colour–colour diagrams due to metallicity can be seen by comparing the same models in Figs 6 and 7. The diagrams show the importance of accounting for nebular emission at ages younger than 10 Myr for most models and even older ages for the binary models.

5 METHOD

We use Bayesian inference to constrain model parameters from the observations. For each cluster property, i.e. reddening [E(B − V)], mass (Mcl), and age (t), we record two values, the best-fitting or minimum χ² value, and the median of the posterior marginalized probability distribution function (PDF). We use flat priors in E(B − V), log(Mcl), and log(t). Our errors around the median correspond to the 16th and 84th percentiles of the probability density function. The posterior marginalized PDFs are computed as follows. Let x₁ = E(B − V), x₂ = Mcl, and x₃ = t. The clusters are observed in five photometric bands. For a given cluster, let yobs, i = (yobs,1, yobs,2, yobs,3, yobs,4, yobs,5) be the fluxes obtained from the observed reddening-uncorrected apparent magnitudes, and σ = (σ₁, σ₂, σ₃, σ₄, σ₅) be the corresponding flux errors. In addition, let ymod, i = (ymod,1, ymod,2, ymod,3, ymod,4, ymod,5) represent a set of fluxes obtained from a synthetic library of reddened magnitudes that mimic the redshift and distance of the observations. The synthetic fluxes correspond to the mass in living stars plus remnants at age t. We infer the marginal posterior probability distribution, \( p(x_i | y_{obs} ; \sigma) \), for the physical parameter xᵢ given the observations and errors, using the expression:

\[
p(x_i | y_{obs} ; \sigma) \propto \sum_{k'=1}^{n_f} \exp \left( -\frac{x_{i,k'} - y_{obs,i}}{2} \right),
\]

where \( n_f \) is the number of possible values for the physical parameter \( x_i \) (k ≠ k'), for a fixed metallicity, prescription for attenuation by dust, and set of tracks; and \( x_{i,k',k} \) is obtained from

\[
x_{i,k',k} = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \frac{(y_{obs,i} - A_{x_{i,k',k}} \cdot y_{mod,i})^2}{\sigma_i^2},
\]

where the sum is over the number of filters. The expression for \( A_{x_{i,k',k}} \) is found by minimizing the difference between observed and model magnitudes:

\[
\frac{\partial x_{i,k',k}}{\partial A} = 0
\]

which yields

\[
A_{x_{i,k',k}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{5} y_{obs,i} \cdot y_{mod,i}}{\sum_{i=1}^{5} y_{mod,i}^2}.
\]

The stellar mass of the cluster is the product of \( A_{x_{i,k',k}} \) and the predicted mass in living stars plus remnants at age t. The most probable values of \( x_1, x_2, \) and \( x_3 \) are the peaks of the distributions given by equation (2). The most typical values are the medians of these distributions. For \( x_1 \) for example, the median of the PDF would be the value \( x_{50} \), such that when computing the area under the PDF from the minimum value of \( x_1 \) to \( x_{50} \), the area is 50 per cent of the total area. The 16th and 84th percentiles are computed in a similar way but using instead 16 and 84 per cent of the total area.

6 RESULTS

6.1 SED shapes

In Fig. 8, we compare the observed reddening-uncorrected apparent Vega magnitudes of the YMCs (black symbols with error bars) to 14 different best-fitting models, corresponding to the adopted seven flavours of massive-star evolution (lines of different styles) and two prescriptions for attenuation by dust. Each panel corresponds to a different combination of cluster and dust attenuation. We use the MW (NGC 1566) or SMC (NGC 5253) extinction law for clusters in the first and third rows, and the starburst attenuation law for clusters in the second and fourth rows. Results obtained with two different laws are next to each other in the vertical direction. We find that all clusters in NGC 1566 have similar SED shapes, except for NGC 1566 #5, which as shown below is the most reddened cluster in this galaxy. On the other hand, the two clusters in NGC 5253 have different SED shapes relative to each other and clusters in NGC 1566. Differences in SED shapes of clusters in NGC 1566 and NGC 5253 are likely due to differences in cluster properties and the use of slightly different filter sets for the two galaxies. Overall, the models are successful in reproducing the data, as further quantified in the next section.

\(^2\) See Section 7.1.3 for a discussion of how the adopted initial mass of the model stellar population affects the derived cluster properties.
Figure 4. Magnitude difference as a function of age (from 1 to 10 Myr) between an SSP and an SSP+gas (both unattenuated). Curves of different styles show the different photometric bands used for NGC 5253. Each panel shows a different combination of model and metallicity, as indicated by the title. Note the different metallicities of the Gn and Gr models relative to that of the rest of the models.
Figure 5. Similar to Fig. 4, but we show the photometric bands used for NGC 1566. Note the different metallicities of the Po and Go models relative to other models.
Figure 6. Colour–colour diagram based on the ACS HRC bands used for NGC 5253. We use open circles to show the evolution from 1 to 50 Myr in steps of \( \Delta \log(t/\text{yr}) = 0.1 \) dex. We mark the position of \( t = 1 \) Myr with a filled symbol. We use blue curves for pure SSPs and red curves for SSPs + ionized gas. We show unattenuated (solid curves) and attenuated (dashed curves) cases. For the latter, we use an arbitrary value of \( E(B-V) = 0.5 \) mag and the SMC extinction law. The error bars correspond to the two clusters in NGC 5253. Each panel shows a different combination of model and metallicity, as indicated by the title. The metallicity of the Gn and Gr models is different relative to that of the rest of the models. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing extinction.
Figure 7. Similar to Fig. 6, but we show WFC3 UVIS bands, NGC 1566 data points, and we use the MW extinction law. The metallicity of the Po and Go models is different relative to that of other models.
Spectral synthesis models and YMC photometry

Figure 8. Comparison of observations (filled symbols with error bars) with seven different best-fitting models (curves of different types, as indicated by the legend). Each panel corresponds to the cluster indicated in the title. The vertical axis gives apparent Vega magnitudes. The models shown in the first and third rows use the MW (NGC 1566) or SMC (NGC 5253) extinction laws, while the models shown in the second and fourth rows use the starburst attenuation law.

6.2 How well do the models fit the data?

In this section, we discuss the performance of the different models in fitting the observations within the observational errors, explore if there is a preferred massive-star evolution flavour or prescription for attenuation by dust, and determine if there are bands which are better fitted than others. We answer these questions based on our analysis of best-fitting models.

In Fig. 9, we quantify the performance of the different best-fitting models. The vertical axis of the figure gives the number of bands where the residual in the magnitude of the best-fitting model is within the observational error for the model indicated on the horizontal axis. We use filled symbols for results based on the starburst attenuation law and open symbols for results based on the MW (NGC 1566) and SMC (NGC 5253) extinction laws. We show one cluster per panel.

Consider that the total number of data points is the number of bands \( \times \) the number of clusters, i.e. 40. Considering all data points we obtain, for each model and prescription for attenuation by dust, the following success rates of best-fitting models in fitting the observations within the observational errors: Po (72/70), Pn (75/75), Go (70/72), Gn (65/72), Gr (75/75), An (67/70), and Ab (80/82), where the first percentage uses the attenuation law and the second the extinction law. Thus, for both attenuation prescriptions, the Auckland binary models (Ab) are slightly more successful than the others and the Geneva rotating models (Gr) are the least successful. As previously mentioned, the Ab models employed in this work are standard models, i.e. we do not vary any parameters of these models to achieve a better fit. Confirmation of these results will require the use of a larger sample and further exploration of the model parameter space. In particular, it is not clear that the above success rates will hold under different assumptions of metallicity and attenuation.

With regard to which dust attenuation prescription performs better, the current combination of LEGUS filters and limited sample size does not enable to answer this question conclusively. Which law performs better depends on the combination cluster and massive-star flavour. In several cases, the two prescriptions perform equally well. For NGC 1566 #5 (the most reddened cluster in NGC 1566), the starburst law performs significantly worse than the MW law. Finally, in some cases, the starburst attenuation law performs better than the extinction law. Thus, answering this question would also benefit from a larger sample.

The vertical axis of Fig. 10 gives the number of clusters where the residual in the magnitude of the best-fitting model is within the
observational error of the band indicated on the horizontal axis. As in the previous figure, we use filled symbols for results based on the starburst attenuation law and open symbols for results based on the MW (NGC 1566) or SMC (NGC 5253) extinction law. We show one set of tracks per panel. The figure only includes NGC 1566 clusters, since a slightly different set of filters was used for NGC 5253.

Consider that the total number of data points is the number of massive-star evolution flavours \times the number of clusters, i.e. 42. Considering all data points we obtain, for each LEGUS band and prescription for attenuation by dust, the following success rates of best-fitting models in fitting the observations within the observational errors: NUV (64/69), $U$ (76/76), $B$ (29/31), $V$ (86/90), and $I$ (45/50). Thus, overall, the $V$ band is fitted the best, as expected because this band has the lowest photometric errors, and the $B$ band is fitted the worse. This band has larger photometric errors. For NGC 5253, most bands are fitted within the observational errors which are larger than for NGC 1566.

6.3 How well constrained are the cluster properties?

In order to assess if the cluster properties are well constrained by LEGUS five-band photometry and the different models, we look at the posterior marginalized PDFs of $E(B - V)$, mass, and age of the clusters, which are plotted in Figs 11–13, respectively. Curves of different colours were obtained with different prescriptions for the dust attenuation, as indicated by the captions. Each panel corresponds to a different cluster and each sub-panel to a model based on a different flavour of massive-star evolution. Narrow single-peaked PDFs indicate that a given property is well constrained, while broad PDFs and/or PDFs with multiple peaks indicate that the properties are not as well constrained. Additionally, if the peaks of the PDFs line up vertically, then there is little scatter in properties derived with different models. Note the broader $E(B - V)$ and age PDFs of the two clusters in NGC 5253 (shown in the bottom rows of Figs 11 and 13, respectively) relative to clusters in NGC 1566. This is due to the larger photometric errors of clusters in NGC 5253. The dashed vertical lines indicate the corresponding best-fitting solutions. Since these come from a combination of the PDFs of different independent variables, they do not necessarily coincide with the peaks of the posterior marginalized PDFs for all the variables. We proceed to look at each property individually.

For $E(B - V)$, Fig. 11 shows that (1) in general, the colour excess is well constrained; (2) in general, models based on different stellar evolutionary tracks are in good agreement with each other; (3) the PDFs obtained with the starburst and alternative laws are very similar, except for the most reddened clusters in the sample (NGC 1566 #5 and NGC 5253 #5), for which the starburst law yields that are shifted towards lower $E(B - V)$ values; (4) most clusters in our sample have low attenuation by dust; and (5) for the oldest cluster in our sample (NGC 5253 #9, see Fig. 13), Gn and Gr models yield larger $E(B - V)$ values relative to other models, which could be because of the lower metallicity of these two models ($Z = 0.002$), relative to the rest of models ($Z = 0.004$).
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Figure 10. Performance of different best-fitting models in fitting individual bands. The bands are indicated on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis gives the number of clusters where the residual of the best-fitting model magnitude is less than the observational error. We show results based on the starburst attenuation law (filled symbols) and MW extinction law (open symbols). Each panel corresponds to a different cluster. Since different sets of filters are used for the two galaxies, here we only include clusters in NGC 1566.

For the cluster masses, Fig. 12 shows that (1) masses are mostly between $10^4$ and $10^5 M_\odot$, except for NGC 5253 #9, which has a broad range of solutions; (2) masses obtained with the starburst attenuation law appear to yield overall higher masses relative to those obtained with the extinction law (more on this below); (3) for Po and Go models, in general, the PDF masses obtained in this work are slightly below our lower mass selection limit of $5 \times 10^4 M_\odot$, likely because C15b and A16 use a different mass binning and compute best-fitting masses instead of masses derived from the median of the PDF. Our best-fitting masses are below our median of PDF masses. However, for two clusters, we do obtain Po and Go median of PDF masses that are $\geq 5 \times 10^4 M_\odot$.

Finally, for the cluster ages, Fig. 13 shows that all models agree that the majority of clusters are young, i.e. $<10$ Myr, with NGC 5253-5 and NGC 5253-9 being the youngest and oldest clusters, respectively.

6.4 How different are properties derived with different models?

Figs 14–16 show one-to-one correspondence plots between pairs of models for the median values of $E(B - V)$, mass, and age, respectively. We use error bars (16th and 84th percentiles of the PDF) of different colours for the different clusters, as indicated in the legend. We show results obtained with the MW (NGC 1566) and SMC (NGC 5253) extinction law in the top panel and with the starburst attenuation law in the bottom panel. The dotted lines mark the positions where the properties obtained with the two models are equal.

For $E(B - V)$, Fig. 14 shows that (1) the different models are in agreement with each other within the errors, with a few exceptions, e.g. Gn and Gr models yield higher $E(B - V)$ values for NGC 5253 #9 (in grey), as previously mentioned; but most models agree that NGC 1566 #5 (in light blue) is the most reddened cluster followed by NGC 5253 #5 (in black); and (2) for the most reddened clusters (light blue and black symbols), the starburst law yields lower $E(B - V)$ values.

For the mass, Fig. 15 shows the following. (1) The Po, Go, Pn, An, and Ab masses are in better agreement within the errors when using the extinction law than when using the starburst attenuation law. (2) Conversely, the Gn and Gr masses are in better agreement with the rest of masses (within the errors) when using the starburst attenuation law. (3) According to all but the Gr models, cluster NGC 5253 #9 is the most massive.

Finally, Fig. 16 shows that (1) most models agree that all clusters are younger than 10 Myr and that NGC 5253 #9 (the most massive cluster in our sample) is the oldest; (2) for clusters with ages $<10$ Myr, Gr and Ab models yield systematically larger ages than the rest of models; and (3) for cluster NGC 1566 #5 (one of the most reddened clusters in our sample), when using the Pn and An models there is a large discrepancy in the ages obtained with the starburst law ($>30$ Myr) and MW law (2.5 Myr) (corresponding PDFs show that the age is not well constrained).
Figure 11. $E(B-V)$ posterior marginalized PDFs (solid lines) and best-fitting solutions (dashed vertical lines) obtained with the models given on the bottom right of each sub-panel and with the prescriptions for dust attenuation given by the colour [black=MW (NGC 1566) or SMC (NGC 5253) extinction law; red=starburst attenuation law]. The title of each panel gives the cluster ID. The PDFs are normalized to the area of the distribution and for a given cluster use the same vertical-axis scale for each sub-panel. We use $\Delta E(B-V) = 0.01$ mag.
Figure 12. Similar to Fig. 11 but we show results for the cluster masses. We use $\Delta \log (M_\text{cl}/M_\odot) = 0.05$ dex. The dotted vertical line marks the position of $5E4 M_\odot$ position.
The values of properties obtained with the different models, along with their error bars, are provided in Tables 6–8 for $E(B-V)$, mass, and age, respectively. Each table shows two sets of values, obtained with the starburst attenuation law and MW (NGC 1566) or SMC (NGC 5253) extinction law, as indicated in the first column after the cluster ID. For each property, the range of values spanned by our sample at fixed attenuation/extinction law can be obtained from the two rows of the table that give the minimum and maximum values.
values in the column. The last three columns in each table give the median of the values obtained with all models, the corresponding standard deviation, and the difference or ratio (depending on the property) between the maximum and minimum values obtained with the different models. The median of standard deviations of the different models, i.e. the typical scatter between models for a given cluster and property, is given in the second to last column and last row of each table (value after the comma). The median of the maximum difference between models is given in the last column and last row of each table (value after the comma).

When considering all present models, we find that clusters span ranges of $E(B - V) = 0.05 \pm 0.02$ to $0.54 \pm 0.13$ mag, $M_\odot = 1.8 \pm 0.3$ to $10 \pm 5 \times 10^4 M_\odot$, and $t = 1.6 \pm 0.4$ to $40 \pm 27.7$ Myr; and that the typical scatter in properties derived with different models, for a given cluster, is $\sigma[E(B - V)] \sim 0.03$ mag, $\sigma(\text{mass}) \approx 10^4 M_\odot$, and $\sigma(\text{age}) \sim 1$ Myr. In addition, typical maximum differences in properties derived with different models, for a given cluster, are $\pm 0.09$ mag in $E(B - V)$, a factor of 2.8 in mass, and a factor of 2.5 in age.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Implications of model assumptions

7.1.1 Is an SSP a reasonable assumption?

An SSP is a reasonable first-order approximation for the clusters in our sample. At the adopted distances of NGC 1566 and NGC 5253 (see Table 1), the radii of the apertures used for the photometry are 10 and 2 pc, respectively. For reference, the mass and radius of the most massive YMC in the Local Group (NGC 2070 in the Large Magellanic Cloud, LMC) are $8.7 \times 10^4 M_\odot$ and $>20$ pc,
respectively (see fig. 1 of Cignoni et al. 2015). The stars in NGC 2070 have an age spread of 7 Myr, peaking at 3 Myr. This excludes the central concentration of the cluster, which has a half-light radius of 1 pc and is known as R136. Although it is possible that for clusters in NGC 1566, multiple ages are captured by the aperture, any assumption on the star formation other than SSP would be somewhat arbitrary. In addition, the regions are not sufficiently large to assume continuous star formation.

7.1.2 Pre-MS stars

In this work, we do not include pre-MS stars, i.e. we start the SSP models with all stars sampling the full IMF on the MS at age $t = 0$. According to Karttunen et al. (2007), the typical contraction time is 50 Myr for a 1 $M_\odot$ star and 200 Myr for a 0.5 $M_\odot$ star. Thus, it could be that the lower mass pre-MS stars do not reach the MS before the most massive stars have left the MS. Implementing this phase in spectral evolution modelling is not straightforward as it requires a prescription for their spectra, and protostars are still enshrouded in dust at least a fraction of their lives. In clusters that are deeply embedded and very young, massive young stellar objects are expected to increase the intensity at near-IR wavelengths due to circumstellar IR-excess emission. This could be the case of cluster #5 in NGC 1566 and both clusters in NGC 5253, since they all show higher extinction and deep red SEDs. The rest of NGC 1566 clusters are UV- and U-bright, i.e. not enshrouded. Thus, for these clusters, our assumption of no pre-MS stars is safe.

7.1.3 Upper mass limit of the IMF

The yggdrasil models, which are used as templates in this work, adopt a canonical value of 100 $M_\odot$ for the upper mass limit of the
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IMF. While the value of the upper mass limit of stars is presently uncertain (Schneider et al. 2014), there is a great deal of evidence of the existence of stars with initial masses well above 100 M_☉. A number of close binaries have component initial masses above 100 M_☉ (Schnurr et al. 2008, 2009). Crowther et al. (2010) and Crowther et al. (2016) propose initial masses of up to 300 M_☉ for several stars in the LMC based on their luminosities. Finally, Wofford et al. (2014) suggest that very massive stars are present in superstellar cluster NGC 3125-A1, based on a study of its strong He II 1640 Å emission and O V λ1371 absorption. Such high-mass stars are expected to be short-lived <3 Myr. Their inclusion in our study is not crucial, since we are only interested in relative differences in cluster properties obtained with different models. In addition, the mass-loss rates of very massive stars, which determine how long they would stay ‘very massive’, are very uncertain. Finally, models for very massive stars are only available with the Pn, An, and Ab tracks.

7.1.4 Initial stellar mass of the models

Typical derived cluster masses are between one and two orders of magnitude less than those of the original SSP models, even after accounting for the recycled fraction in the models. Thus, the cluster luminosities used as input for photoionization calculations are significantly larger than the expected masses of the observed clusters, which could influence the properties of the ionized nebulae (e.g. ionization parameter) and cluster properties. In order to check the effect of changing the initial stellar mass of the models, we computed posterior marginalized PDFs and best-fitting properties of NGC 1566 #3, using the MW extinction law and a library of Pn models with an initial mass in stars of 5 × 10^4 M_☉, which is closer to the corresponding mass reported in Table 7. Next, we give the properties obtained for this cluster using initial stellar masses of 10^4 and 5 × 10^3 M_☉, where the value in parentheses corresponds to the lower mass. For the best-fitting properties, we obtain...
Table 6. \(E(B-V)\) values obtained with models based on different massive-star tracks and dust extinction/attenuation laws.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID$^a$</th>
<th>(P_0^b) (mag)</th>
<th>(G_0^b) (mag)</th>
<th>(P_n^b) (mag)</th>
<th>(G_n^b) (mag)</th>
<th>(A_n^b) (mag)</th>
<th>(A_n^c) (mag)</th>
<th>(\sigma^d) (mag)</th>
<th>(\Delta^e) (mag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1566-1-mwy</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.09}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.10}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.07$^{+0.09}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>0.03$^{+0.05}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.07$^{+0.09}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>0.04$^{+0.05}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.01$^{+0.04}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.06 $^{+0.02}_{-0.00}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-2-mwy</td>
<td>0.11$^{+0.14}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.13}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.12$^{+0.14}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.07$^{+0.10}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.12$^{+0.14}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.10}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>0.03$^{+0.05}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.08 $^{+0.03}_{-0.01}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-3-mwy</td>
<td>0.08$^{+0.11}_{-0.06}$</td>
<td>0.03$^{+0.09}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.10$^{+0.12}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.05$^{+0.08}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.10$^{+0.12}_{-0.08}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.08}_{-0.02}$</td>
<td>0.01$^{+0.02}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.06 $^{+0.03}_{-0.01}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-4-mwy</td>
<td>0.13$^{+0.17}_{-0.09}$</td>
<td>0.09$^{+0.17}_{-0.06}$</td>
<td>0.15$^{+0.17}_{-0.11}$</td>
<td>0.01$^{+0.07}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.02$^{+0.16}_{-0.11}$</td>
<td>0.11$^{+0.13}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.05}_{-0.04}$</td>
<td>0.09 $^{+0.05}_{-0.04}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-5-mwy</td>
<td>0.57$^{+0.58}_{-0.53}$</td>
<td>0.51$^{+0.54}_{-0.47}$</td>
<td>0.56$^{+0.54}_{-0.19}$</td>
<td>0.56$^{+0.54}_{-0.58}$</td>
<td>0.60$^{+0.54}_{-0.29}$</td>
<td>0.54$^{+0.57}_{-0.18}$</td>
<td>0.54$^{+0.57}_{-0.51}$</td>
<td>0.54 $^{+0.09}_{-0.08}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-6-mwy</td>
<td>0.08$^{+0.10}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>0.04$^{+0.09}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.07}_{-0.01}$</td>
<td>0.05$^{+0.07}_{-0.03}$</td>
<td>0.09$^{+0.11}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.06$^{+0.07}_{-0.02}$</td>
<td>0.01$^{+0.02}_{-0.00}$</td>
<td>0.05 $^{+0.03}_{-0.02}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5253-5-smc</td>
<td>0.36$^{+0.41}_{-0.30}$</td>
<td>0.35$^{+0.40}_{-0.34}$</td>
<td>0.37$^{+0.43}_{-0.34}$</td>
<td>0.37$^{+0.38}_{-0.33}$</td>
<td>0.37$^{+0.40}_{-0.34}$</td>
<td>0.34$^{+0.38}_{-0.34}$</td>
<td>0.34$^{+0.38}_{-0.34}$</td>
<td>0.35 $^{+0.02}_{-0.04}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5253-9-smc</td>
<td>0.15$^{+0.30}_{-0.10}$</td>
<td>0.09$^{+0.27}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>0.15$^{+0.32}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.36$^{+0.43}_{-0.22}$</td>
<td>0.39$^{+0.44}_{-0.34}$</td>
<td>0.07$^{+0.14}_{-0.02}$</td>
<td>0.14$^{+0.20}_{-0.05}$</td>
<td>0.15 $^{+0.13}_{-0.32}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max$^f$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min$^f$</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Cluster ID and extinction/attenuation law. The first four digits are the NGC number of the galaxy. The extinction/attenuation law is given by the last characters: mwy=Milky Way; smc=SMC; sbt=starburst.

$^b$Median of the \(E(B-V)\) PDF.

$^c$Median of the \(E(B-V)\) values in the row.

$^d$Standard deviation of the \(E(B-V)\) PDF.

$^e$Difference between maximum and minimum \(E(B-V)\) values in the row. The value after the comma in the last row of this column is the median of the values in the column (excluding max/min rows).

$^f$Minimum of eight values in the column for a fixed dust extinction/attenuation law.

$^g$Maximum of eight values in the column for a fixed dust extinction/attenuation law.

\[E(B-V) = 0.011\ \text{mag (0.12 mag)}, \text{mass} = 6.5 \times 10^4 \text{M}_\odot (6.9 \times 10^4 \text{M}_\odot), \text{age} = 2.5 \times 10^9 \text{Myr} (2.5 \times 10^9 \text{Myr}), \text{i.e. no significant change in properties.} \]

The corresponding medians of the posterior marginalized PDFs are \(E(B-V) = 0.10^{+0.15}_{-0.10} \text{mag (0.10^{+0.15}_{-0.15} mag)}, \text{mass} = 5.6^{+2.1}_{-1.0} \times 10^4 \text{M}_\odot (2.8^{+3.7}_{-1.4} \times 10^4 \text{M}_\odot), \text{age} = 2.0^{+1.9}_{-1.0} \times 10^9 \text{Myr} (2.0^{+1.9}_{-1.0} \times 10^9 \text{Myr}), \text{i.e. the median properties derived using the two initial SSP masses are in agreement with each other within the errors given by the 16th and 84th percentiles. We note that the fluxes hitting the model nebulae are the same for any initial stellar mass because of the relation between the adopted radius of the inner face of the cloud and the SSP luminosity (Section 4.2 above).\]

7.1.5 Nebular emission

Fig. 5 in Östlin et al. (2003) shows that different prescriptions for the ionized gas can have dramatically different effects. In the latter example, this is due to the [O III] line flux entering the FS55W filter. Ionized nebulae are bigger than star clusters, have evolving sizes, and have a diversity of densities and geometries which impact their sizes. There is no simple relation between cluster age and nebula's size. These issues pose challenges for modelers but also for observers. Indeed, there is no safe way of doing the photometry that guarantees a homogeneous inclusion of the ionized gas component. A method used by some observers to overcome the challenge of dealing with the ionized gas is to select filters that are not strongly contaminated by nebular emission, or to use narrow-band images, e.g. in Hα and Hβ to remove the gas spectrum and its reddening from broader band filters. However, this is not always possible. Hence, further testing of the nebular parameter space (filling factor, ionization parameter, geometry, etc.) is necessary, in order to understand the impact of these parameters on spectral synthesis models.

7.1.6 Metallicity and attenuation by dust

Ideally, metallicity and attenuation due to dust should be left as free parameters. In our case, we chose not to leave metallicity as a free parameter because Geneva tracks are only available at two metallicities and we want to include these widely known models in our comparison. In the present analysis, we find that the prescription for attenuation by dust that works best depends on the combination cluster + model flavour. Testing models where the dust is directly included in the gas and the metals in the gas are depleted accordingly is also required to understand the impact of different approaches in accounting for the dust attenuation.
Table 7. Cluster masses obtained with models based on different massive-star tracks and dust extinction/attenuation laws.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Pb (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Go (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Pb (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Gr (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Gr (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Anb (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Ab (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>Medianb (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>σb (10^4 M☉)</th>
<th>ρb (10^4 M☉)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1566-1-mwy</td>
<td>3.2±3.2 2.8</td>
<td>4.0±4.0 3.5</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-2-mwy</td>
<td>4.0±4.5 3.5</td>
<td>4.0±4.5 3.5</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-3-mwy</td>
<td>5.6±6.3 3.5</td>
<td>5.6±6.3 3.5</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-4-mwy</td>
<td>1.8±1.8 1.4</td>
<td>1.8±1.8 1.4</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-5-mwy</td>
<td>4.0±4.0 3.5</td>
<td>4.0±4.0 3.5</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566-6-mwy</td>
<td>5.6±6.3 3.5</td>
<td>5.6±6.3 3.5</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5253-5-mwy</td>
<td>3.2±3.2 2.8</td>
<td>3.2±3.2 2.8</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5253-9-mwy</td>
<td>10.0±11.0 9.8</td>
<td>10.0±11.0 9.8</td>
<td>1.2±1.8 0.9</td>
<td>1.6±2.2 1.4</td>
<td>1.0±1.8 0.4</td>
<td>2.5±2.8 1.4</td>
<td>2.2±2.5 1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 YMCs in NGC 1566 and environment

It is interesting to note that the properties of the YMCs in NGC 1566 which are listed in Tables 4–6 may be related to their environment. Gouliermis et al. (in preparation) show that five of the YMCs in NGC 1566 are located inside the boundaries of star-forming stellar structures, i.e. large loose complexes identified at significance of 1σ and 2σ above the background surface density of OB-type stars. The five clusters themselves are identified to coincide with more compact stellar concentrations at significance levels of 5σ and 7σ (σ being the standard deviation of the stellar surface density). The only cluster not found in any complex (marginally on the borders of one and located at the edge of a spiral arm) is cluster #5, which is the faintest in the sample. Interestingly enough, cluster #5 is the only cluster in the NGC 1566 sample with an SED dropping at V and I wavebands. It also has the higher extinction as found in this paper, which possibly makes the case for the remaining clusters having lower extinction due to their location inside radiative bright stellar complexes. The existence of a rich blue stellar population around the clusters also has implications on any age spread and multiple ages that may be captured by the aperture. This positional correlation of the YMCs with stellar complexes suggests that they are probably products of hierarchical star formation, representing the centres of active nested star formation within larger stellar constellations.

For more details on the effect of environment on the properties of young star clusters (YSCs) in NGC 1566, see Gouliermis et al. (in preparation).

7.3 Impact of results on cluster age and mass functions

Statistically driven studies of YSCs rely on SED techniques and model assumptions like those explored in this work. To date many key aspects of YSC properties remain unanswered, like the rate at which clusters form (e.g. Adamo et al. 2015; Chandar et al. 2015) and dissolve (e.g. Chandar et al. 2014; Silva-Villa et al. 2014), and the shape of the cluster mass function (e.g. Larsen 2009). Therefore, it is crucial to understand degeneracies and uncertainties when inferring cluster properties. Overall, we see (Figs 14–16) that the filter combination we have access to is not allowing us to put strong constraints on the best spectral synthesis model. Derived ages, extinctions, and masses are sensitive to the choice of model and the applied extinction law. We also see that the quality of the fit improves when models including interacting binary stars are used. However, when we compare derived ages, extinctions, and masses obtained with the newest Ab models to those obtained with the oldest models, Po and Go, which are widely used in the literature, the differences are typically around 0.1 dex in age and mass, and within the...
uncertainties in extinction (although maximum differences can reach up to 0.4 dex on a case-by-case basis). It is challenging to extrapolate the impact of the use of these different models to statistical studies of cluster populations. In general, we observe differences and larger uncertainties in derived cluster properties for objects which have higher extinction. To probe the impact of the different models on the derived cluster population properties, as the age and mass distributions, we propose to extend the current study to a larger sample of YMCs, using the whole population of YMC detected in the LEGUS galaxies.

### 7.4 NGC 5253 #5 and feedback

Along with cluster NGC 5253 #11, cluster NGC 5253 #5 is of great interest for reasons discussed in detail in C15b. These clusters drive much of the energetics in this galaxy. In Table 9, we compare the $E(B - V)$, mass, and age values of this cluster obtained by C15b and this work. C15b use a total-to-selective extinction $R_V = 4.05$ (same as in this paper) and obtain a slightly higher reddening and higher mass.

### 8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We undertake a comprehensive comparative test of spectral synthesis models of massive-star populations which are based on seven different flavours of massive-star evolution. For this purpose, we use NUV-to-near-IR photometry of eight YMCs in galaxies, NGC 1566...
and NGC 5253 (Fig. 1 and Table 1), which were selected to mitigate the effect of the stochastic sampling of the stellar IMF and ensure the presence of massive stars in the clusters. The observations are from HST’s Treasury programme LEGUS and the archive (Tables 2 and 3). The models are for SSPs of well-sampled IMFs and include older and state-of-the-art massive-star evolution models accounting for updated input stellar physics, rotation, and interacting binaries, from independent groups in Padova, Geneva, and Auckland. Our libraries of models account for stellar and nebular emission and use two different prescriptions for attenuation by dust. For a homogeneous comparison with the cluster properties used to select our sample, we adopt the nebular parameters of Zackrisson et al. (2011).

In our Bayesian fitting approach, metallicity is not a free parameter because only two metallicities are available for all seven flavours of massive-star evolution included in this work. The adopted massive-star evolution models match the published gas-phase metallicities of the two galaxies in our sample. From Bayesian fits to the observations, we find cluster reddenings, masses, and ages in the ranges (0.05 ± 0.02 to 0.54 ± 0.13) mag, (1.8 ± 0.3 to 10 ± 5) × 10^9 M⊙, and (1.6 ± 0.4 to 40 ± 27.7) Myr (median and standard deviation of values from all models, Tables 6–8). These properties are characterized by typically small standard deviations derived for individual clusters using different models (~0.03 mag, ~10^9 M⊙, and ~1 Myr, last row and second to last column of Tables 6–8), although maximum differences are typically 0.09 mag in E(B − V), a factor of 2.8 in mass, and a factor of 2.5 in age (last row and last column of Tables 6–8).

In terms of best fit, the observations are slightly better reproduced by models with interacting binaries as implemented in BPS and least well reproduced by models with single rotating stars as implemented in starburst99 (Figs 8 and 9). This could be because the Geneva rotating models are not intensively calibrated on observations of individual stars. The fact that binary models slightly better match observations compared to single-star models could be because they better reflect the observed complexity of stellar populations. We do not adjust the parameters of binary models to achieve a better fit.

The available combination of LEGUS filters and our limited sample size does not allow us to put strong constraints on the best prescription for attenuation by dust. Which prescription is more successful in reproducing the observations depends on the combination cluster + model flavour (Fig. 9).

For NGC 1566, the B and I bands are the least well fitted (Fig. 10), while the V band, which has the lowest observational errors, is the best fitted. For NGC 5253, most bands are well fitted due to larger observational errors (Fig. 8). We check that the adopted initial mass in stars of the models does not strongly affect the derived cluster properties. This is done for one cluster (NGC 1566 #3). We find that the median properties of the cluster obtained with initial model masses of 5 × 10^5 M⊙ and 1 × 10^6 M⊙ are in agreement within the errors given by the 16th and 84th percentiles.

For NGC 1566, we find that the properties of clusters may be related to the environment (Section 7.2).

In order to assess the impact of the different model flavours on studies of cluster populations, we propose to extend the current study to the entire LEGUS sample of YMCs (Section 7.3).

Our study provides a first quantitative estimate of the accuracies and uncertainties of the most recent spectral evolution models of massive-star populations, demonstrates the good progress of models in fitting high-quality observations, and highlights the needs for using a larger cluster sample and testing more extensively the model parameter space.
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